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PHENOL TIGHTENS, ACETONE 
LENGTHENS IN SHIFTING US LANDSCAPE
Heading into 2019, market players widely expect phenol margin-expansion efforts to continue 
amid margin compression and oversupply associated with co-product acetone

As oversupply and high propylene costs pinched acetone 
margins in 2018, producers sought to recoup those losses 
by raising contract adders on co-product phenol, amid 
tighter global supply and rising export margins.

Efforts to raise phenol adders began ahead of the third 
quarter, and buyers have accepted these increases where 
contracts allow.  

Market players widely agree that further increases are 
expected in 2019 alongside continued acetone pressure 
and strong phenol export margins.

“As a consumer, it’s hard to avoid an increase on phenol,” a 
buyer said.

US October phenol contract prices were assessed higher at 
49.89-53.89 cents/lb ($1,100-1,188/tonne) DEL (delivered). 
Adders are up from 10 cents/lb over benzene at the mid-
point to 13 cents/lb.

PHENOL SUPPLY TIGHTENS, ACETONE 
LENGTHENS IN SHIFTING US LANDSCAPE 
Shell Chemicals’ idling of about 40% of its phenol and 
acetone capacity in February was expected to balance 
phenol and tighten acetone.

The majority of the plant’s phenol went to export markets, 
while acetone was consumed domestically.

However, as phenol supply in Asia tightened on output 
cutbacks driven by environmental concerns, demand for 
US material grew while supply available for export was 
tighter due to the Shell shutdown.

For acetone, the anticipated need for material given the 
capacity rationalisation drove a glut of imports on top of 
excess material that arrived after Hurricane Harvey.

These shifting supply and demand balances worked to 
pressure phenol prices upward and acetone prices downward.

RISING PHENOL EXPORT MARGINS
Strengthening export margins were the first factor central to 
efforts to raise the phenol adder.

With Asia’s supply tight and prices rising to four-year 
highs in that region, US phenol export margins became 
increasingly attractive and export volumes rose from 2017.

Spot export adders climbed from 6 cents/lb above benzene 
on an FOB (free on board) basis to about 20 cents/lb year 
on year in October 2018. 

The market became quite tight with the Shell unit off line, 
adding pressure on domestic buyers to lock in supply and in 
some cases being asked to take less material if they could.

“Producers are chasing the high export prices versus 
selling it domestically,” a buyer said.

Towards the year end, most US supply will be sufficient for 
domestic contract commitments with export availability scarce.

However, attractive exports have kept operating rates high, 
exacerbating oversupply of acetone.

“The backside of that is you still have to plan for your 
acetone,” a source said. “It’s a great phenol adder, but if 
you have to sell acetone at 24 cents/lb, then it doesn’t look 
so great.”

HIGHER PROPYLENE COSTS COMPRESS 
ACETONE MARGINS AMID OVERSUPPLY
Falling acetone margins were the second factor to pressure 
producers to raise their phenol adder.

US phenol contracts are typically set at benzene plus an 
adder and assume acetone’s contribution over feedstock 
refinery-grade propylene (RGP).

Acetone took a big hit this year as RGP spiked beyond 
expectations while the market became oversupplied, 
weighing on producers’ overall margins as phenol contracts 
are usually structured on an annual or multi-year basis.

“Phenol producers need the acetone contribution in the 
worst way,” a source said.

Acetone oversupply worked to shift the market away from 
past price trends.
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Historically, both large-volume barge contract and small-to-
medium-volume buyer prices tracked RGP with the smaller-
volume market priced at a premium to the large-buyer market.

This trend flipped in 2018 as import volumes created 
oversupply and thus more competitive pricing for smaller-
volume buyers through traders and distributors with 
producers left holding acetone length.

The large-buyer barge contract rose for seven consecutive 
months, from 42.5 cents/lb DEL (delivered) in March to 54.7 
cents/lb DEL in October.

“Next month, there will be a big push down,” a source said. 
“The price in the US is so much higher.”

The large-buyer acetone spread over RGP compressed 
5-6 cents/lb over the course of the year, leading many to 
question whether to do more spot deals.

“The large buyer contract structure doesn’t make sense 
anymore,” a source said.

Phenol demand is expected to remain strong into 2019, 
especially for polycarbonate (PC) and epoxy resins in 
durable goods, and should keep operating rates high, 
supporting continued acetone length. 

While RGP prices are falling from their 2018 peak, margin 
pressure is expected to persist into 2019 amid continued 
acetone oversupply but not worsen.

“Large-buyer margins will remain depressed in the first quarter 

but won’t drop further,” another source said. “It has hit its low 
point. There could be some pressure on discounts.”

A continued push toward shorter-term, quarterly phenol 
contracts is anticipated to allow more flexibility for changing 
market conditions.

Major US phenol and producers are INEOS Phenol, Shell 
Chemicals, Altivia, AdvanSix, Olin and SABIC.
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